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Basic issues: some responses
I. INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY
On October 31, 1967, about 850 persons attending the

annual Regional Plan Conference met in small groups

to discuss the basic issues facing the New York Metro-

politan Region over the next thirty-five years. This was

part of the public participation that Regional Plan Asso-

ciation is fostering in the preparation of its Second Re-

gional Plan, a set of guidelines for the Region's growth

to the year 2000. (See Public Participation in Regional

Planning as well as the other Second Plan publications,

described on page 15.)

The procedure

The discussions followed a morning presentation to

more than 1,000 persons of research results and pro-

posals by the Regional Plan staff. Most of the participants

also read a 42-page booklet, "Basic Issues of the Second

Regional Plan." In addition, more than half were Re-

gional Plan Association members and so received all

Association publications.

Nearly 600 then filled out a lengthy questionnaire re-

sponding to the issues.

The questionnaires were developed by Dr. David E.

Wilder and Dr. Robert B. Hill of the Columbia Univer-

sity Bureau of Applied Social Research and analyzed by

Dr. Hill.

The purposes

The presentations and discussion help people to decide

for themselves about issues which their governments (at

all levels) and the businesses they work for will be decid-

ing. The Plan which they talked about will not, itself,

decide anything. It merely forms a logical framework

within which current decisions can be evaluated. So,

whether participants agree or disagree with the Associa-

tion's proposals, the Conference prepares them to take an

active part in shaping action on them. It also gives them

more capacity for judging the Plan because every effort

is made by the Association to dig out the assumptions

on which its recommendations are based and to present

them openly.

But, in addition, the response of the participants pro-

vides advice to Regional Plan, showing personal prefer-

ences and public policy attitudes at this point in time.

These have suggested and will continue to suggest changes

in what Regional Plan proposes and in how it is presented.

1,000 persons heard the basic issues to be decided in the Second Regional Plan in a morning presentation with slides.

The Association staff tried out tentative conclusions for discussion and response in the afternoon.



The sample

The replies are not assumed to be the whole Region's

answer to the basic issues because the sample was far

from representative of its population. It was simply a

group of those who have become concerned about re-

gional issues. They were unusually well-educated and

affluent. Two-thirds, for example, had studied at a univer-

sity beyond the bachelor's degree, and more than two-

fifths had a graduate or professional degree. Only 3V2

percent had no college training whatsoever, and only 1

5

percent had no college degree.

Incomes reflected this high degree of academic training:

Table 1.

INCOME OF PARTICIPANTS VS.

INCOME OF REGION'S POPULATION

Cumulative*

All Persons in

New York Standard
Metropolitan Statistical

Participants Participants Area, 1965

$ 5-10,000—17% 17% 80%
$10-15,000—27 44 92
$15-20,000—20 64 96
$20-25,000—11 75
$25-30,000—12 87

|
99

$30-50,000— 9 96
above — 4 100

* Percent with incomes below the higher dollar figure.

Furthermore, only 2Vz percent were Negro or Puerto

Rican, compared to about 14 percent in the Region, and

only 15 percent were Catholic, probably fewer than in

the Region. Three-fourths were men, one-fourth women,

of whom fewer than half were housewives.

The newer suburban areas were represented in propor-

tion to their share of the Region's population, as were the

still rural portions of the Region, but the older suburban

areas were slightly over-represented, the Core of the

Region outside of Manhattan was very under-represented,

and Manhattan was over-represented.

Table 2.

RESIDENTIAL DISTRIBUTION OF PARTICIPANTS VS.

RESIDENTIAL DISTRIBUTION OF TOTAL POPULATION
OF THE REGION BY RINGS OF DEVELOPMENT

(See Map 1.)

Conference Total Population

Participants of Region

Manhattan 21% 8%
Rest of Core 17 38
Inner Ring 31 25

Intermediate Ring 22 23

Outer Ring 5 6

Outside Region 4

Responses to several questions were analyzed by types

of respondents, and where replies by different types of

people, e.g., by length of education, were significantly

different, this is indicated.
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Highlights of the responses

Responses reassure Regional Plan that its major proposals

are acceptable to a large majority of well-educated, well-

to-do interested citizens of the type who probably exercise

civic, business and governmental leadership in matters

related to planning. Only the proposal that the federal

government provide all funds needed for poverty-linked

public services (replacing state and local expenditures)

failed to win a majority; this is a fairly new idea that has

yet to be discussed thoroughly.

Participants favored the location of office jobs in large

centers and only a handful opposed. Though a majority

did not oppose offices outside these centers, many more

participants were against non-center sites for offices than

center locations. Other large-scale activities, such as

universities, department stores, major health services and

the arts, also should be in large centers, according to 78

percent.

Enlarged and renewed older downtowns, such as down-

town Brooklyn, Newark and Jamaica, Queens, or new

large centers farther out in the Region would and should

affect the housing pattern, according to the responses.

More than half of the suburban residents would consider

living in either Brooklyn or Queens if there were new and

larger downtowns there in which the head of the house-

hold worked. Three-fourths favored freeing the housing

market so centers outside the Core would attract higher-

density housing close to them; only 3 percent opposed.

Two-thirds feared social unrest if ghettoes continued

to grow without wider housing opportunities for Negroes

and Puerto Ricans; three-quarters favored positive gov-

ernment efforts to integrate housing and four-fifths favored

positive policies to integrate schools. Two-thirds favored

suburban housing for families with incomes of $5,000-

9,000 a year; three-fourths favored public housing out-

side the older cities.

As to winning middle-income whites back to the cities,

better schools was listed as essential by two-thirds, purer

air, greater public safety, better public transportation and

brighter and cleaner public places were listed as essential

by half.

A substantial majority favored efforts to keep to a

minimum the land that is urbanized for the growing popu-

lation—even if it means providing smaller house lots than

some people really would want.

More than 70 percent favored spending "a great deal

more than we are now spending" for a better looking

region.

Almost no one wanted all low buildings in a wide area

around them (e.g., a county), and only about half of

those living in a predominantly one-family house neigh-

borhood wanted all low buildings in the immediate neigh-

borhood.

About half felt that the need for highways justified

some relocation of housing and facilities, but three-quar-

ters opposed building enough highways to accommodate
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"all the potential traffic." Instead, they favored "a sub-

stantial public subsidy to public transportation" and

priority to buses during rush hours. They themselves

would use public transportation more if it were faster and

service were more frequent and comfortable—in that

order.

The most satisfied respondents lived in the older sub-

urbs of the Region. The Bronx, Queens and Brooklyn

had the most dissatisfieds. More than a fifth of all respond-

ents were dissatisfied with "the general area" in which

they lived, although this sample would seem to have the

widest possible choice of places to live.

In almost all instances, the longer the education of

respondents, the more likely they were to approve of Re-

gional Plan proposals. Income did not correlate closely

with answers nor did age.

II. THE RESPONSES
The questions were directed at three groups of policies

:

1. Centers

Regional Plan has suggested that most activities that large

numbers of people do together—primarily office jobs,

major retailing, higher education, major health services,

libraries and the arts—be grouped with apartments in

large centers serving between half a million and 2 million

persons. These large centers should be located through-

out the Region; about two dozen would be needed to

serve present and future market areas to the year 2000.

Regional Plan has been pressing first for a build-up of

older downtowns in the Region's Core—downtown
Brooklyn, Newark and Jamaica, Queens. Such centers

would contribute to solving some of the problems of the

Negro ghettoes adjacent to them and of New York City

and Newark as a whole. At the same time, they would

make the most of the costly public transportation network

that serves Manhattan's central business district; the sys-

tem could serve these other close-in centers at the same

time.

Regional Plan also has recommended that the Man-

hattan central business district grow in office jobs be-

cause a large segment of the additional office jobs pro-

jected for the Region will be high-level corporate head-

quarters jobs which generally favor this national center.

Smaller centers should supplement the large ones all

over the Region.
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The great majority of respondents approved this policy.

n° ^Table 3

PREFERRED SITES FOR OFFICES
Regional Plan Association projects that the amount of office

space in the Region will nearly double over the next thirty-

five years. How do you feel about placing some of the addi-
tional office buildings in the following locations?

Neither in

favor nor
Favor against Against

In Manhattan 69% 18% 9%
In the Core outside Manhattan (e.g.,

downtown Brooklyn, Jamaica and
Newark) 83 11 2

Scattered throughout suburban and
rural areas on landscaped sites . 35 23 35

Alongside highways in outlying and
suburban areas 25 24 40

In office parks around expressway
interchanges 47 25 20

In large outlying and suburban
centers with other activities as well

as office jobs (centers at least as
large as Newark's downtown
is now) 77 14 4

In small outlying and suburban
centers (about half the size of

Newark's downtown and smaller
than New Haven's or Trenton's

downtown) 54 31 8

Experience of participants with present work places

and work trips does not seem to present an obstacle to

their wanting personally to work in large centers.

About a quarter of the respondents (or their spouses

—wives replied to questions about work and work trips

for their husbands ) were dissatisfied with the general area

where they work. The largest percentage of dissatisfieds

worked in the Core outside of Manhattan, 51 percent.

Then why should this be the most favored place for more

office jobs? Probably because the conception of enlarged

and renewed centers for the Core would provide a much
improved environment as well as promise of better public

transportation service to these Core centers. Now, not

only are work places in the Core outside Manhattan

pretty run down, offering few amenities, but also public

transportation is not as good as to Manhattan and yet

travel by car is slow and parking expensive.

Persons presently working in Manhattan and in the

rest of the Core favored large centers in about the same

proportion as the sample as a whole.

A third of the respondents said they did not like (or

did not think their spouse liked) the trip to work. Over

a third were "very satisfied," and about a fifth were

"satisfied." On the whole, dissatisfaction rose with trip

time length, but mode of travel played some part. Dis-

satisfaction was highest with public transportation trips

of 45 minutes to 1 hour and with auto trips of over 1

hour. Satisfaction was highest with auto trips of less than

25 minutes and with pedestrian trips.

New or enlarged centers outside Manhattan will tend

to shorten average trip times compared to what they

probably would have been to scattered sites if apartments



are built as part of the centers. In centers where there is

still vacant land fairly close by, the advantage would be

even greater if zoning did not prohibit a natural attraction

of the centers for houses on small lots as well as for

apartments (see below).

However, the added jobs in Manhattan would tend to

enlarge average trip times, even though commuter train

and subway service is about to be speeded. The dissatis-

faction of a large minority with long work trips and the

slightly larger number of participants objecting to more

Manhattan office jobs than to locating them in other large

centers (9 percent compared to 3 percent objecting) and

the slightly greater dissatisfaction of Manhattan em-

ployees with "the general area" in which they work (30

percent dissatisfied compared to 24 percent of the total

sample) suggest that only if there are strong reasons for

locating more office jobs in Manhattan should they go

there and that priority should be placed on policies which

would encourage jobs to be located in centers elsewhere,

particularly in the surrounding Core.

About other large-scale facilities, 78 percent favored

their location in large centers, 62 percent in small centers

and only 8 percent wanted them outside of centers.

Opposition to location of large-scale activities outside

centers was clear: about two-thirds opposed placing them

outside large or small centers.

How participants said they would react to centers.

Table 4 indicates the percentage of respondents now

living within 25 minutes of a center divided (1) by the

number now using it as a center for shopping and other

'"downtown" activities and (2) by the percentage that

would use it as their center were it renewed and enlarged

but that is not now using it. Note that Manhattan already

is used as a center by more than the number of participants

who live within 25 minutes of it (1 10 percent) and, if it

is improved, New Haven would be used by many persons

outside the 25-minute radius.

Table 4

EXISTING CENTERS USED BY RESPONDENTS AND NUMBER
WHO WOULD CONSIDER USING THEM IF ENLARGED

Added Percent Living
Percent of Participants Within 25 Minutes
Living Within 25 Minutes Who Would Use If

Now Using as Main Center* Enlarged**

Manhattan 111% 4%
Brooklyn 22 21
Jamaica 15 30
Newark 26 21
Central Nassau County . 55 41
White Plains 50 31
Stamford 19 48
New Brunswick 28 32
Bridgeport 8 48
Poughkeepsie 13 74
Trenton 37 63
New Haven 76 100
'Number living within 25 minutes divided by number who said they
now use as center. This is over 100 percent for Manhattan because
many people who live over 25 minutes away now use Manhattan as
a center.

"Number living within 25 minutes divided by number who said they
do not now use as center but would if it were enlarged. In the case
of New Haven, many people living outside the 25-minute distance
apparently would use it as a center if it were enlarged.

It is assumed that the attraction of busy centers might

change housing choices of participants—particularly, that

more office jobs and attractive centers in the Core might

mean more middle-income families living in New York

City, Newark and Hudson County. Respondents indicated

that this might be true. We asked:

Table 5.

INTEREST IN LIVING IN BROOKLYN OR QUEENS IF THEY
HAD RENEWED AND ENLARGED DOWNTOWNS

If the job of the family's principal wage-earner were in a
renewed and enlarged center in either downtown Brooklyn
or Jamaica (central Queens), would the location of the job
and the existence of a vital shopping-university-cultural center
there make you inclined to live in either Brooklyn or Queens

—

when you otherwise might not?

Yes 46%; No 29%; Don't know 21%; No Reply 4%

Most significant is the response of those now living

outside the Core: 54 percent of those replying, excluding

"don't knows," would incline toward living in Brooklyn

or Queens if there were a renewed and enlarged center

there.

It is also assumed that centers introduced into an area

of uniformly large lots might induce a greater demand for

houses on smaller lots near the center—i.e., with some
motivation to live on smaller lots, namely proximity to a

place many people want to go to frequently, many more
people would choose smaller lots than are now doing so.

Again, the responses seemed to bear this out.

About a third would live in a house on a large lot

about 25 minutes by car from the center, with 35-minute

rush hour bus service to the center. About a third would

live in a house on a smaller lot 10-15 minutes by car

from the center, with 15-20 minute bus service through-

out the day and evening. About a third would live in an

apartment within walking distance (or frequent minibus

trips) of most center activities.

More respondents with children in the household

favored small lots 10-15 minutes from a center than large

lots 25 minutes away and vice versa for families without

children—but about twice as many families without

children as with children favored apartments within walk-

ing distance of the center. Nevertheless, 2 1 percent of the

respondents with children said they would choose apart-

ments within walking distance of a large modern center

over a one-family house. There was also a relationship

between extent of education and housing choice—the

longer the education, the fewer persons chose large lots

and the more (with a minor variation) chose apartments.

The farther from Manhattan a participant lived, the

more likely he was to choose a large lot 25 minutes away

from a center. The percentages formed a steady progres-

sion from 13 percent of Manhattan residents preferring

a large lot to 56 percent of Outer Ring residents. Inner

Ring residents split evenly between large lots 25 minutes

away and smaller lots 10-15 minutes from the center.

Participants felt it was a good idea to free "the housing

market so that it would respond to the center and result in
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varying residential densities," unlike the situation today in

which most vacant land surrounding present development

is zoned for uniformly large lots. Only 3 percent were

against this change in zoning policies, and 3 percent did

not answer; 77 percent favored it; the rest were of mixed

minds.

In addition, we asked preferences of apartment loca-

tion. Well over half favored concentrating apartments in

or near downtown areas; 35 percent wanted them scat-

tered with some in one-family neighborhoods; 27 percent

wanted them concentrated but not in one-family house

neighborhoods. (Respondents could check as many as

they favored; clearly some "favored" more than one type

of location.)

Means to build centers. So there was strong support

and no apparent obstacles in the majority's preference for

centers. Only one final obstacle seems possible—if par-

ticipants opposed the necessary means to achieve centers.

But they did not. Two out of three approved of munici-

palities forming a development corporation with equit-

able distribution of profits throughout the area served,

regardless of which municipality got the central activities.

Just over a third favored county responsibility for the

development of the center, but not necessarily in prefer-

ence to a municipal corporation.

2. Poverty-race

Regional Plan raised two issues in regard to poverty

and race problems of the Region: 1. Should efforts be

made to prevent an increasing physical separation of

white and Negro, rich and poor? 2. Should more public

funds be invested in helping the poor to raise themselves

and their children above the level of poverty?

Integration policies. Two-thirds of the respondents felt

there would remain a considerable danger of social un-

rest as long as housing for Negroes and Puerto Ricans is

confined to ghettoes, even if they can find good jobs and

good homes. Only a fifth disagreed.

What efforts should be made to integrate Negroes and

Puerto Ricans?

91 percent favored positive government efforts to inte-

grate jobs; 4 percent opposed.

81 percent favored such efforts in shopping and other

"downtown" activities; 5 percent opposed.

80 percent favored such efforts in schools; 10 percent

opposed.

74 percent favored such efforts in private housing; 14

percent opposed.

Two specific measures were- suggested to promote

integration of Negroes and Puerto Ricans with other

residents—and lower-middle-income and lower-income

families generally with the rest of the population. We
asked to what extent do you agree or disagree with the

following statements?

Table 6.

ATTITUDES TOWARD SUBURBAN HOUSING FOR FAMILIES

WITH $5,000-9,000 A YEAR INCOME

Large tracts of vacant land in the suburbs and just beyond

present urbanization should be made available for mass-

produced housing that families with incomes of $5,000-$9,000

could afford (such as garden apartments, attached houses and

one-family houses on small lots).

Strongly Somewhat Neither agree Somewhat Strongly
agree agree nor disagree disagree disagree

32% 36% 8% 14% 10%

Table 7.

ATTITUDES TOWARD PUBLIC HOUSING OUTSIDE OLD CITIES

Some low-rent public housing should be located outside of

the municipalities in which families needing such housing now

live. (For example, some New York City residents should be

able to find places in public housing in Westchester or Nassau.

Or, some Newark or Hudson County residents should be able

to find public housing in suburban Essex County or farther out

—but without extra cost to the municipality to which they

move.)

Strongly Somewhat Neither agree Somewhat Strongly

agree agree nor disagree disagree disagree

45% 35% 7% 7% 5%

Acceptance of integration in schools, at home. A sub-

stantial majority of participants would welcome Negroes

into their school attendance areas and neighborhoods as

long as they are not families of the unskilled or unem-

ployed.
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Table 8.

ATTITUDES TOWARD NEGROES LIVING IN NEIGHBORHOOD
AND SCHOOL ATTENDANCE AREA

To what extent would you favor having some of the Region's
Negro residents of the following income and skill group
living . . .

A. In your immediate neighborhood (i.e., the few blocks right

around your home)?
Neither in

Strongly Somewhat favor nor Somewhat Strongly
favor favor against against against

Middle- or upper-

income Negroes
(mostly white-collar) 67% 15% 16% 1% 1%

Skilled or semi-

skilled Negroes
(mostly blue-collar) 27 30 24 13 4

Low-income Negroes
(unskilled and/or
unemployed) 15 10 23 26 22

B. In your school attendance area, but not in your immediate
neighborhood?

Neither in

Strongly Somewhat favor nor Somewhat Strongly
favor favor against against against

Middle- or upper-

income Negroes
(mostly white-collar) 64% 14% 14% 1% 1%

Skilled or semi-
skilled Negroes
(mostly blue-collar) 42 26 21 5 2

Low-income Negroes
(unskilled and/or
unemployed) 30 16 25 12 11

In addition to providing housing for families in the

suburbs who now cannot afford to live there, integration

can be promoted by attracting higher-income families to

the older cities. Renewed and enlarged centers in the

older cities were proposed, in part, to accomplish this.

But responses to a question on what conditions are essen-

tial for the respondents to move to or remain living in the

older cities make clear that centers alone are not enough.

Centers are a must if a quarter of the respondents are to

move back or remain in an older city; that percentage said

that "more culture and entertainment downtown" is

"absolutely essential." Another quarter would not be
satisfied with other centers; they insist on "easier access

to Manhattan." Responses to the other conditions about

which we asked were:

Table 9.

FACTORS AFFECTING DECISIONS TO LIVE IN OLDER CITY

How strongly would the presence of the following conditions
influence your decision to move to or remain in an older central

city area (assuming it were convenient to the work place of

the family's principal wage-earner)?

Absolutely
essential Important

Not
Important
at all

Don't
know

Better schools 64% 19% 9% 1%
Purer air 50 42 4 2

More safety for children

around play areas 49 33 9 2

More safety on the street

for adults 47 44 3 2

Better subway and bus service . 46 42 6 1

Brighter and cleaner streets

and public places 46 49 2 1

More greenery 36 50 8 2

More space in housing at

reasonable prices 35 51 7 3

More space around housing . 23 47 19 3

More playground space nearby 23 51 15 4

Easier parking and use of car . 21 47 23 4

More one-family houses
available 8 24 55 4

One might interpret these responses to mean: don't

pay as much attention to bringing suburban values into

the city as to achieving the values of the good city.

As to helping the poor overcome some of the disabili-

ties of poverty, a majority favored increased expenditures

for each of six programs:

88 percent favored greater public expenditure for educa-

tion of the poor,

87 percent favored more money for job training,

71 percent for health,

60 percent for rent supplements,

5 1 percent for welfare and

51 percent for "political-community organizations in low-

income areas (like Community Action Programs)."
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Welfare aroused most opposition to increased public

funds—43 percent opposed increased welfare spending

and half of the 43 percent called for lowering public

welfare funds. A third opposed more funds for political-

community organizations, and half of the third favored a

cut in expenditures; 29 percent opposed more funds for

rent supplements, half of them calling for cuts.

Only 31 percent felt that all six programs deserved

more public funds. Regional Plan had proposed that

over-all, funds for poverty-related public services should

be about doubled, with emphasis on education.

A majority of respondents were not persuaded that all

poverty-related services should be financed entirely by

the federal government, as Regional Plan proposed, ex-

cept for welfare, which a bare majority felt should be

entirely federal. Clear majorities favored federal support

for at least part of all these programs, but full federal

support was favored by only a fifth for political-commu-

nity organizations and between 36 and 45 percent for

the other programs. Only a fifth of the respondents

favored complete federal support for five out of the six

programs discussed.

3. The quality of the environment

Regional Plan also proposed steps to improve the

general quality of what is built and the protection of

areas on which nothing should be built. Support for most

of these proposals was extremely strong.

Controls. On the problem of the vast spread of urbani-

zation of the Region, we asked for reactions to two state-

ments:

Table 10.

ATTITUDES TOWARD CONTROLS ON EXTENT OF
LAND URBANIZED

Efforts should be made to keep to a minimum the total amount
of land used for urbanization—i.e., buildings and yards—by
overcoming the forces causing households to live on more
land than they really want and by working on new designs for

apartments and neighborhoods that satisfy people's taste for

space on less land than is currently being used.

Strongly Somewhat Neither agree Somewhat Strongly
agree agree nor disagree disagree disagree

52% 28% 7% 9% 4%

Even if some people have to live on smaller house lots than

they would really like, the land used for housing and other

urban development in the Region should be less for each added

person than it has been recently.

Strongly Somewhat Neither agree Somewhat Strongly
agree agree nor disagree disagree disagree

32% 29% 11% 16% 10%

To assure that the proposed centers would be efficient,

90 percent favored public controls on private building; to

assure an attractive appearance, 82 percent favored con-

trols. Only 4 percent and 6 percent opposed.

Spending. Most were willing to spend more for a better

environment:

Table 11.

ATTITUDES TOWARD PUBLIC SPENDING
ON GOOD APPEARANCE

How much public spending do you favor to achieve a good
appearance in public urban places in the Region (e.g., the

design and maintenance of public transportation stations,

pedestrianways in business areas, and public buildings, and

in preservation of outstanding buildings)?

Much less than we are now spending 1%
A little less than we are now spending 2

About as much as we are now spending 3

A little more than we are now spending 18

A great deal more than we are now spending 70

Don't know 3

No answer 3

How much public spending do you favor to introduce more
trees and small parks in older cities and retain and add

greenery in newer areas (e.g., around parking lots and roads)?

Much less than we are now spending 0%
A little less than we are now spending 1

About as much as we are now spending 4

A little more than we are now spending 19

A great deal more than we are now spending 72

Don't know 2

No answer 4

High buildings. A question was asked about one de-

sign preference: high buildings or low. It is generally

assumed that most suburbanites do not want high build-

ings around them at all and certainly not in their own

neighborhoods. However, this sample of the Region was

not afraid of large buildings. Only a third wanted all low

buildings in their own neighborhood and only 2 percent

wanted only low buildings in a wider area around them,

e.g., a county.

Many more of those now living in predominantly one-

family house neighborhoods preferred all low buildings

in their neighborhood than those not living in such

neighborhoods—but of all those living in predominantly

one-family neighborhoods now, the preference for all low

buildings was only 53 percent to 47 percent. And even

in this group, only 3 percent wanted a broader area

around the neighborhood, e.g., their county, to contain

all low buildings. By education, the longer the schooling,

the fewer persons chose all-low neighborhoods or all-low

counties.

Highways and public transportation. New highways

have greatly enlarged the choice of residents of the Re-

gion in where they can live and work, find education and

recreation, etc. However, increasing numbers of residents

are raising questions about the proper balance between

this enlargement of choice of places to reach easily and

the negative aspects of highways—particularly the dis-

ruption of communities and disturbance to natural areas
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or vistas. Also, the noise and air pollution of cars have

raised questions about automobile use in congested areas.

Table 12.

ATTITUDES TOWARD MORE HIGHWAYS

The need for additional highways around the Region is so
great that highway construction is justified even if it causes
some relocation of homes and facilities.

Strongly Somewhat Neither agree Somewhat Strongly
agree agree nor disagree disagree disagree

17% 30% 6% 23% 21%

Highway engineers recognize that added highway capacity in-

duces added highway travel. Therefore, some people say, high-

way construction should not aim at accommodating all the

potential traffic. How do you feel about this?

Strongly Somewhat Neither agree Somewhat Strongly
agree agree nor disagree disagree disagree

43% 28% 6% 12% 9%

But if demand for highways is not completely met,

how shall the scarce highway space be rationed? Only

4V2 percent felt that drivers should simply suffer con-

gestion. Four out of five favored "a substantial public

subsidy to public transportation" to lure people away

from highways; 3 out of 5 favored giving priority to buses

during rush hours; half favored regulating trucks more

tightly and half favored "charging tolls on highways

adjusted to the place and time so that travel by car to the

busiest places at the busiest times would cost most."

But would they themselves be inclined to use public

transportation more to relieve the need for some high-

ways? About 2 out of 5 said they are making maximum
use of public transportation to work. Only 7 percent said

they would never use public transportation to work. For

non-work trips, 1 in 8 was making maximum use and only

4 percent said they would never use public transportation.

To win the rest will take, primarily, faster service, more

frequent service and more comfortable service in that

order of frequency of replies. For this affluent group, cost

did not figure as a significant factor in work trips, but

lower costs would be necessary to induce 1 out of 6 to

use public transportation for non-work trips, perhaps be-

cause fares would have to be paid for a whole family.

Environment people now like. One hint of the kind of

environment people like—and even more clearly, what

they do not like—is indicated by expressions of satisfac-

\ tion with their present home areas. People living in the

Inner Ring of the Region, generally the older suburbs

close to New York City—Nassau, southern Westchester,

Bergen, western Essex, Union, Richmond and southern

Passaic Counties—had the largest percentages of satisfied

participants: 43 percent said they were "very satisfied"

compared with 35 percent of the total sample, and only

12 percent said they were dissatisfied, compared to 21

percent of the total. The Core other than Manhattan

—



Bronx, Brooklyn, Queens, Hudson County and Newark
—had the greatest share of dissatisfieds and the smallest

share of very satisfieds.

While samples were too small in most counties to com-

pare satisfaction among counties, a few had enough par-

ticipants to give some indication : of these, southern West-

chester and Morris had the lowest share of dissatisfieds,

Nassau had the largest share of very satisfieds, followed

by southern Westchester and Morris. The Bronx, Queens

and Brooklyn had the greatest percentages of dissatisfieds

(Newark and Hudson County, in the Core, had too few

participants to count), but Brooklyn had a good share of

very satisfieds, 30 percent.

(Of course satisfaction may really be correlating with

income rather than county of residence in this instance;

we have not checked.) In all, the record of environmental

satisfaction does not seem good enough, when 1 re-

spondent out of 5 is dissatisfied among this very affluent

and educated group for whom there are few obstacles to

attaining their housing choice.

Variables within the sample

Although the sample looks homogeneous in income and

education when compared to the whole population of the

Region, there are enough participants who differ in cer-

tain socio-economic characteristics to reveal some pat-

terns of policy support.

Length of education. The more education participants

had, the more likely respondents were to agree with most

Regional Plan proposals. For example, 72 percent of

those without a college degree favored clustering urban

activities in large centers while 87 percent of those with

a graduate degree did. Those with bachelor's degrees and

those with some graduate work fell in order in between.

On freeing the housing market to respond to the mag-

netism of centers, 74 percent of those without a degree

favored it while 83 percent of those with graduate degrees

did, and the other categories fell in order in between.

Similarly, preferences for spending "much more" on

better appearance of the Region varied from 61 percent

without college degrees to 80 percent with graduate or

professional degrees.

To the statement: "Even if some people have to live

on smaller house lots than they would really like, the

land used for housing and other urban development in

the Region should be less for each added person than it

has been recently," 41 percent of those with graduate

degrees "strongly agreed" compared to 22 percent of

those without a college degree. And vice versa: only 21

percent of those with graduate degrees disapproved of

the statement while 46 percent of those without any col-

lege degree disapproved. Those with college degrees but

without graduate degrees were fairly close in spread of

opinion to those with graduate degrees. A roughly similar

response was given to the related question of keeping

land for urbanization to a minimum but without requir-

ing people to live on smaller lots than they might have

wanted.

A similar pattern appeared on the statement that ".
. .

highway construction should not aim at accommodating

all the potential traffic." Only 37 percent of those who
did not complete college "strongly agreed," while 53

percent of those with a graduate degree did, and those

between in length of education varied accordingly. Dis-

agreement varied inversely, also: from 33 percent of those

without college degrees to 1 5 percent of those with gradu-

ate degrees.

Regional Plan membership. A few replies were cross-

tabulated by whether respondents were members of Re-

gional Plan, on the assumption that they probably were
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better informed on these issues than others. Personal

members, who join RPA as individuals at $15 a year, did

have somewhat different responses to proposals from

other respondents. Responses of agency members of the

Association, who receive RPA publications and attend

conferences as employees of an organization that has a

membership, also varied from non-members, but much

less. For example, on minimizing land use, 68 percent of

RPA personal members "strongly agreed," compared to

54 percent of agency members and 53 percent of non-

members, while 10 percent of the personal members dis-

agreed compared to 12 percent of agency members and

19 percent of non-members. On the stronger proposal to

limit the amount of urbanized land even if some people

had to live on somewhat smaller lots than they would

prefer, the differences were even sharper: 51 percent of

RPA personal members "strongly agreed" compared to

38 percent of agency members and 32 percent of non-

members; 23 percent, 27 percent and 35 percent dis-

agreed. A very similar pattern appeared on the question

of building enough highways to accommodate all the

potential traffic.

Income. Policy preferences did not vary regularly with

income. In a number of instances, the group with

SI 5,000-520,000 income had a higher percentage of dis-

agreement with the proposals than the groups with higher

and lower incomes.

Residential area. Suburbanites and all respondents

living in predominantly one-family house neighborhoods

were slightly more resistant to proposals to keep the

space used in urbanization to a minimum—particularly

people in the newly-developing counties (the "Intermedi-

ate Ring"), of whom 23 percent disagreed compared to

14 percent disagreement of the entire sample.

On the several issues related to poverty and race, the

socio-economic pattern of responses showed up this way,

where it was not mixed beyond any reasonable interpreta-

tion:

On providing large tracts of vacant land in the suburbs

for housing for families with incomes of $5,000-$9,000 a

year and on putting public housing in the suburbs, those

with graduate degrees were slightly more favorable than

others and those without college degrees were significantly

more opposed to public housing but not to lower-middle-

income housing.

Age and income did not seem consistently related to

opinion on these questions.

People in the Core were much more in favor of both

proposals than people in the suburbs, but even the sub-

urban residents favored housing for $5,000-$9,000 in-

come families in the suburbs by more than 2-1, and they

favored public housing by nearly 6-1.

When asked about Negroes living in their own neighbor-

hoods, only about a fifth of the suburbanites objected to

having Negroes of any income level in their neighborhood,

but this was roughly twice the rate of opposition expressed

by Core residents. The difference between suburbanites

and Core resident responses on Negroes in their schools

was very little.

Women respondents were far more favorable to racial

integration than the men—in their own school districts

and in public policies but not very much more favorable

about Negroes in their own neighborhood. About twice

as many men as women objected to lower-middle-income

housing and public housing in the suburbs.

Next

Now, it is important for Regional Plan to discuss the

issues with different socio-economic groups to make sure

that these opinion leaders will be leading the Region in

a direction that benefits the whole.
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Stanley B. Tankel

Regional Plan Association Staff 1955-1968. Planning Director July 1,

1960 until his death March 31, 1968.

Stanley B. Tankel,

When one loses a close associate like Stanley

Tankel, it is impossible immediately to assess the

impact of the loss. Yet in the eight days since his

sudden and fatal heart attack, the outlines of the

qualities which made him such an outstanding

and endearing colleague are beginning to come
clear.

The image of the planner as cool, aloof and
abstract did not fit Stanley Tankel. He was warm,
persuasive and involved. To Stanley, planning was
never far removed from politics. "The reason we
make plans," he said, "is to put us on the right

side of today's fight."

When Stanley sunk his teeth into an issue,

there was no shaking him loose. Take Breezy

Point for example.

The Race for Open Space, the first project he

directed for RPA, identified the need to acquire

for the general public every last undeveloped mile

of regional ocean beach from Montauk to Barne-

gat.

Two years later, plans for a new apartment com-
munity on virgin beach within New York City

limits set Stanley into motion.

He proposed no less than that RPA should re-

verse the policies and actions of New York City

and New York State and a well-financed develop-

ment company which had already started con-

struction. His objective was to persuade a reluctant

City and an uninformed public to halt a building

program and acquire in its stead a public beach-

park at great cost.

The vision of a 4V2-mile stretch of beach, dunes

and clean ocean surf within the very boundaries of

the nation's first city was to be matched against the

momentum of decisions already made in the op-

posite direction.

Stanley's persuasiveness won the day. First our

staff succumbed, then RPA's Executive Commit-
tee, then the full Board. Stephen Currier and Ruth

Field heard Stanley's insistent call. They enlisted

many others.

For two long years, the Committee for a Park

at Breezy Point fought to rouse the City to its

opportunity. In the end, so many people joined

the fight the final marathon hearing lasted from

10:30 a.m. to 4:30 a.m. in a constant parade of

witnesses. And all this time, Stanley was a chief

strategist and source of the factual ammunition

which wore out the opposition and finally enlisted

Mayor Wagner's support.

Just before he died, Stanley was agitating for

a second round at Breezy Point to consolidate the

federal and City beach properties and prepare them

for public use. Until Breezy Point is made accessi-

12



December 25, 1922 -March 31, 1968

ble to people the job is not finished, as he pointed

out recently in a meeting with Park Commissioner
August Heckscher, himself an early friend of

Breezy Point. No better memorial to Stanley Tan-

kel could be conceived than the fulfillment of his

vision of Breezy Point Beach Park.

If Stanley believed that planning and action are

really synonymous, he never doubted that action

for its own sake is useless unless it really benefits

people. And here, unlike many professional plan-

ners. Stanley was impelled to state and argue for

the values by which he judged human benefits.

"Variety, choice, mobility" were watchwords
by which he judged the good metropolitan city.

He wanted for everyone variety and wide choice

of job opportunities, of living style and environ-

ment. To make variety and choice real requires

mobility, both social and physical. He called it

"the well-greased Region."

These principles led him to appreciate, as few
contemporary planners have, the high density

walking-plus-transit city. Suburban life was in-

cluded in Stanley's principle of variety and choice.

But when wholly captive to the automobile, spread

city worried him because of diminished mobility

for the young, the old and the poor.

Stanley was prepared to welcome the Region's

1 1 million newcomers expected here by 2000. He
firmly believed the Region of 30 million could

be both a more exciting and a more restful place

to live in than our present 19 million-man Region
—but only if we guide growth so that those who
seek satisfying compact living can elect their

preference.

At the local scale, Stanley was sensitive to the

street scene, spent hours moonlighting on the

Jefferson Market Courthouse preservation, on the

fight to banish traffic from Washington Square
Park, on the New York City Landmarks Preser-

vation Commission and Greenwich Village's Com-
munity Planning Board. When the Lower Man-
hattan Expressway is built underground instead

of as a monstrous elevated structure, Stanley's

judgment will again be vindicated.

Stanley was successful in making value judg-

ments in part because he possessed that rare and
fugitive essence known as creative talent plus an
extraordinary capacity for empathy—for putting

himself in other people's shoes and inside other
people's hats and skins. This latter ability was
keen within the metropolitan city limits. Exurban
or rural-non-farm living was beyond his ken.

Stanley's finest intellectual contribution was
probably his discoveries in regional planning. His
work with others on our staff of the last five

years identified the regional (as contrasted with

less-than-regional) elements of an industrial 19

million-man metropolis. The emerging Second
Regional Plan is not just large-scale city plan-

ning. It calls for city planning, urban design and
urban conservation but adds its own elements

which are peculiar to regional planning.

The conception of sub-regional market areas as

the building blocks of a 31 -county New York
Region is the peg on which the Second Plan de-

pends. Within each sub-region, Stanley urged the

deliberate formation of a high-density nucleus or

"downtown" at an agreed upon point of high

accessibility by road and rail. The Mitchel Field-

Hempstead-Mineola Center in Nassau and Ja-

maica Center in Queens were selected as proto-

types. The staff affectionately dubbed them
"Tankeltowns." Jamaica Center was his last con-

suming interest—a proving ground for the feasi-

bility of sub-regional centers. The report on
Jamaica was at the press before he died. Whether
its principles will be followed is still at issue, with

RPA in continuous pursuit of Stanley's objectives.

Stanley Tankel played a very special role in

Regional Plan's staff team. He was a general

planner for whom generalizations were an agony,

specific promotions an ecstasy. He was happiest

in discussions on the telephone or on his feet. He
was miserable when chained to his desk with a

report to put to bed.

Yet he was a great discoverer of broad prin-

ciples which he termed "simple-minded ideas." He
also knew that in regional or any other planning,

facts and figures are essential. "The difference

between RPA and the rest," he often said, "is that

we have done our homework. We know the arith-

metic."

During his time as Planning Director, Regional

Plan published more major reports than any com-
parable period since the 1920's. And the Tankel

imprint of design and style lies on each of them.

Stanley's memorial service last Tuesday was an

expression of his life. No roster was kept, but the

approximately 500 men and women who attended

on short notice included architects and profes-

sional planners, deans and professors, labor lead-

ers, bankers, merchants, businessmen and lawyers.

Matching this distinguished company of profes-

sional and civic leaders were members of Stan-

ley's other establishment—the Greenwich Village

community. All were people who live their lives

where the action is and who care what happens, a

goodly company of which Stanley will always be a

part.

8 April 1968 C. McKim Norton



Annual Report: 1967-68
I. REGIONAL PLAN ASSOCIATION: STILL APPROPRIATE?

Regional planning is changing throughout the country.

Particularly, it is being sponsored by governments—even

required by federal law. Is Regional Plan Association,

a product of the 1920's, still appropriate for the 1960's

and '70's?

For the foreseeable future, the answer is yes. A respon-

sible citizens research, planning and public information

organization is needed in the New York Metropolitan

Area.

Five roles

Growing out of its long experience (as planning history

goes), the competence of its board of directors and its

staff, the confidence it has won from major media, from

officials and civic leaders, and the techniques it has

worked out for intervening in public decisions, Regional

Plan alone performs at least five important roles:

1. RPA provides a long-range plan that can guide region-

shaping decisions as they are made day by day, a plan

that sets high targets for tomorrow, targets that many
people have considered and have come to support.

Regional Plan Association is the only organization that

tries to see the Region whole—including the Region's

social needs, its physical growth requirements, the need

to protect essential elements of its natural environment

and the need to improve the design of its man-made
elements. One recent example: Regional Plan has not

jumped in to support proposed STOLports on the Hud-

son River, despite their importance for relieving pres-

sures on present airports, because the Association also

recognizes the value of the Lower Hudson as an

amenity—a natural place in a huge urban center that

people should be able to enjoy.

The Association is often the only force in the Region

sufficiently informed to present the view of a total system

when each separate institution and agency—the office

builder, the university, the highway department—is look-

ing only at its own program. For example, the short-run

advantages to York College, the new unit of the City

University, of locating at Fort Totten could be seen in

Regional Plan's broader, longer-range frame of reference

as running counter to the transportation, park, social,

economic and cultural interest of the City and Region

compared to a location at Jamaica.

2. RPA produces policy-oriented applied research on

urban problems.

There is a constant flow of research on urban affairs,

but little is directly applicable to pressing problems. And

little of what is applicable reaches the people who must

deal with the problems in a form that they can use.

Regional Plan does research in order to apply it to

known problems and uses the basic research of others

that can be applied.

3. RPA brings long-range regional conceptions (point 1)

and applied research (point 2) to the right place at the

right time so they are considered when decisions are

made.

Wherever possible, we bring our information to the

people making region-shaping decisions. The Association

has a full-time staff member keeping track of current is-

sues on which the Association might make a contribution.

This is in addition to general public information and con-

tinuing education programs.

We send delegations to governors and confer with their

close aides; meet with municipal, county, state, federal

and public corporation planners; advise civic associations;

testify at hearings; provide information for businesses,

whose investments often help to shape the Region.

4. RPA systematically consults the public on regional

issues.

Regional Plan is one of the first planning organizations

(and the only metropolitan organization in the New York

Region) which deliberately involves the public in plan-

ning, arranging for public response to the planners' ideas

step by step, stripping bare to the extent possible the

assumptions on which recommendations are based.

5. RPA brings a consciously objective view to public

problems at the metropolitan scale.

Regional Plan's board of directors and staff feel they

have what may be termed a fiduciary relationship to re-

gional-scale developments. RPA attempts to be a "leading

citizen" in the metropolitan community; that community

is so large and diverse that only multi-disciplined staff

work screened by a board of responsible persons of

proven judgment could serve it in this way.

Citizens associations in American life

A century and a half ago, Alexis de Tocqueville identi-

fied the important place of the voluntary citizens associa-

tion in American life. Recently, Alan Pifer, acting

President of the Carnegie Corporation, called attention

to its continued value today: "As the nation increasingly

grapples with its domestic problems of educational ex-

pansion, urban blight, poverty, housing, race relations,

health, and environmental pollution, as well as with its

international responsibilities, the use of the nongovern-

mental organization must inevitably continue to mount."

Its advantages, Mr. Pifer said, "include the capacity to
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move swiftly, flexibly, and imaginatively into a new area

of critical need; the power to arrive at a disinterested,

objective appraisal of a situation free of political influ-

ence; the freedom to engage in controversial activities;

the ability to experiment in an unfettered manner and if

need be fail; and finally the capacity for sympathetic per-

sonal attention to the variety of human problems that

besets our increasingly dehumanized world."

Regional Plan Association has achieved a recognized

status in the New York Metropolitan Region due to a

long-standing tradition of public service and the quality

of its staff work.

We feel that Regional Plan plays a responsible plan-

ning role in a democratic fashion by depending solely on

the leadership of the idea—making clear the assumptions

on which the ideas are based and trying to stimulate pub-

lic debate on them. The final decisions remain with duly

selected and responsible public officials.

II. SECOND REGIONAL PLAN: RESEARCH AND ACTION

After a decade of research and public discussion, the

Second Regional Plan is emerging: in solid research pub-

lications and in action that already is changing the face

of the Region.

Publications

The following Second Regional Plan publications have

been released:

The Region s Growth (May 1967). Projections of jobs

by type, population, households and income for the New
York Metropolitan Region, 1965-2000, with a section

on world urbanization and the Atlantic Urban Region.

Public Participation in Regional Planning (October

1967). The importance and difficulties of involving the

public in planning; the results of RPA's pioneering 1 963

Goals for the Region project.

Jamaica Center (April 1968). Prototype study of a

major urban center: the possibilities, design, transporta-

tion and process of developing Jamaica, Queens, with a

summary of arguments for large centers, particularly in

the old Core of the Region.

The Lower Hudson (December 1966). The potential

of the Hudson River valley below the George Washing-

ton Bridge as a public amenity—one example of how to

meet the conflict between preserving nature and the

growth of a metropolis.

Waste Management (March 1968). How to organize

a metropolitan area for efficient waste management: what

information is needed, where controls can be applied,

how to project waste generation of the future and how
the pattern of urbanization affects waste generation and

handling.

All these publications have been sent free to all mem-

bers.

Others scheduled for publication soon are:

Public Services in Older Cities (May 1968). Costs of

raising standards of public services in older cities—partic-

ularly poverty-related programs and education—to stand-

ards that would help end the perpetuation of poverty from

parents to children and make city living competitive with

suburban.

Urban Design: Manhattan. Principles for accommo-

dating added office jobs efficiently and with amenity in

Manhattan, with considerable applicability to smaller

business centers. Preliminary to publishing Urban De-

sign: Manhattan, Regional Plan presented the concepts

The Record April 1, 1968

Alternative To Burial Alive
The most encouraging single finding in the

report on waste disposal published by the Re-

gional Plan Association today is that we needn't

drown in our orts and leavings in the next

generation.

The consultants retained by the association

conclude that waste material can be disposed of

without undue cost or deterioration of land,

streams, and air if the problem is attacked more
systematically than it is now.

The scale of the inquiry was broad enough
tn illustrate the interrelationships between dis-

posal systems. We have just discovered, for ex-

ample, that if apartment house corporations in

Manhattan are forbidden to use their inefficient

incinerators, the janitors will put the trash on

the curb to be collected and the overburdened
Department of Sanitation won't be equal to the

extra disposal challenge.

The report proposes more research to estab-

lish which options in waste disposal the Metro-

politan Area has in fact.

Then again, some waste problems may be

solved more efficiently by preventing the pro-

duction of the waste than by hauling it away
after it's been made.

Perhaps some wastes could be processed to

he resold, as fertilizer or as the stuff of which

cinder blocks are made. There are lots of possi-

bilities. But none will come into being of itself.

The Regional Plan Association summary is to

the point:

An interrelated metropolitan waste removal

system is needed. The system could be oper-

ated by many different agencies, but it should

follow policies that conform to an areawide plan.

1 1;



Urban Design: Manhattan, an exhibit by Regional Plan Association sponsored by the Architectural League, described the

Second Regional Plan's tentative recommendations for accommodating an additional 350,000 jobs in midtown Manhattan
with efficiency, grace and amenity. Here, visitors to the exhibit study a three-dimensional model and sketches illustrating

the clustering of tall office buildings over major underground transportation stations.

Architecture

Slab City

Marches On

The New York Times
March 3, 1968

By ADA LOUISE HUXTABLE

IN
a preview of its second

Regional Plan, a study

that comes 37 years aft-

er the first Regional

Plan, the Regional Plan As-

sociation zeroes in on New
York's CBD. That is plan-

ners' professionalese for the

Central Business District, in

this case Manhattan, other-

wise known as chaos solidi-

fied, Mammon triumphant

and real estate undefiled. It

is also, on occasion, para-

dise lost and garbage uncol-

lected.

The preview is an exhibi-

tion at the Architectural

League, 41 East 65th Street,

that deals with one section

of the upcoming report called

Urban Design: Manhattan.

This important and illuminat-

ing show will run until

March 15. The full docu-

ments for the entire New
York metropolitan region will

be released next month.

The Regional Plan Associ-

ation points out that New
York's CBD, or the city's bus-

iness and cultural heart, has

no plan. This is not a sur-

prise to New Yorkers, who
have been watching a kind

of postwar carnage in the

8 6 square miles below Cen-

tral Park.

The game, as it has been

played, is simple. The pri-

vate developer proposes and

disposes. He has built, in a

speculative lottery and at

considerable profit, a total

of 70 million square feet of

standardized rentable office

space from 1947 through

1965, and 1966 to 1971 will

see 40 million more square

feet of the same. The result,

according to the Regional

Plan people, is Slab City, and

they view it with alarm.

They summarize as fol-

lows: "First, the growing

malfunction of this enormous

machine for doing business

is causing congestion and

friction that increasingly tax

the levels of human toler-

ance. Second, the vivid im-

agery and distinctive form

and appearance created by
Manhattan's clustered office

towers, which mean Manhat-
tan in the eyes and mind of

the world, are In danger of

disappearing under a spread-

ing Slab City, lacking the

variety and identity of the

special districts which exist

today."

The answer, as urged in

the exhibition and report, is

urban design, a discipline of

which New York, of all great

cities, is touchingly innocent.

Le Corbusier called New
York a catastrophe over 30

years ago; today it would be

called a happening. Those
who have embraced the cur-

rently fashionable intellectu-

al stance of admiration for

the accidental esthetic com-
plexities of chaos can come
and get it, hot or cool.

(There is a curious parallel

here with the urban sophis-

ticate's admiration of primi-

tive societies; their simple

charms frequently include ig-

norance and disease.) Most
chaos lovers do not live in

it; they just like the effect.

•

Seventy-seven per cent of

New York's daily commut-
ers come underground, by
subway or rail. In the Grand
Central area alone, 80,000

people emerge from the con-

crete from 8 to 9 A.M.; 200,-

000 surface in the ccurse of

a day. Therefore Regional

Plan goes underground. Its

urban design principles be-

gin with function, and func-

tion begins with circulation.

What it proposes is a gen-

erally applicable urban de-

sign principle called an "ac-

cess tree." The roots, below

grade, are the horizontal,

underground layer of trains

and subways, the trunk is

the vertical circulation of

elevators and escalators con-

nected with and leading di-

rectly to the branches, which

can be streets or office build-

ing corridors.

©1968 by

This under • and - above
ground planning is shown as

the basis of new node3 of

clustered tower development,
which would, in turn, give

the city its proper physical

form: the alternating drama
of high and low groups of

buildings, of light and shad-
owed places, of closed and
open space.

The connection between
transportation, circulation

and new construction is as
obviously necessary as it has
been obviously neglected.

Sixth Avenue is perhaps the

most flagrant example of

public dereliction and pri-

vate disinterest— 15 blocks

of new skyscrapers built con-

currently and consecutively

south of the park with no

circulatory connections. The
buildings ignore each other,

the subway lines underneath,

and the adjoining example

of Rockefeller Center, which

some of them purport to ex-

tend and which set a prece-

dent of successful multi-level

planning more than 30 years

ago.

The Regional Plan Associ-

ation cares. The main thrust

of its long-awaited report

will be a strong plea for im-

mediate and intensive con-

centration on urban design

—

or a dim future without it.

But Slab City continues its

inexorable march.

The New York Times Company
reprinted by permission



at an exhibit sponsored by the Architectural League.

Architectural critics Wolf von Eckhardt (Washington

Post) and Ada Louise Huxtable (New York Times)

praised the exhibit highly; Mrs. Huxtable did a feature

and a column on the exhibit, and The Times also had

two news reports on the opening. Progressive Architec-

ture and Architectural Forum published lengthy reports

on the exhibit. Borough President Sutton and members

of the City Planning Commission studied it thoroughly.

And it has been selected for the Milan (Italy) Triennale

architecture exhibition this summer as well as for the

1968 International Congress of the International Fed-

eration of Housing and Planning to be held in Philadel-

phia. After that, the Smithsonian Institution will take it

around the United States. The volume itself is scheduled

for July publication.

Regional Plan Association also won an award this year

from the Municipal Art Society with particular reference

to the Urban Design: Manhattan exhibit (as well as to

the over-all achievements of the late Stanley B. Tankel,

RPA's Planning Director).

Future Second Regional Plan publications will include

an analysis of the office industry, manufacturing locations

and other large-scale activities in the Region and a trans-

portation program for the next thirty years.

A summary of the Plan, as it exists today, is being

prepared for consideration by the Committee on the

Second Regional Plan at a meeting May 23-24 and for

wide discussion and comment around the Region over

the coming year.

Continuing research

Regional Plan is now undertaking a major study of

housing demand and availability and is beginning to in-

vestigate ways to analyze skills needed for the economy
projected for the Region and ways to equate skills avail-

able in any part of the Region with skills demanded.

The Association also will be investigating policies

needed to build attractive and efficient large centers in

many types of locations around the Region.

In addition, it will be studying generally the govern-

mental machinery needed to achieve the Plan's major

recommendations and, vice versa, examining the possible

effects on government of the land-use and transportation

recommendations. Professor Victor Jones of the Univer-

sity of California (Berkeley) has been consulting on these

questions.

Population studies also are going forward for each of

the 150 counties on the Atlantic Urban Seaboard.

An experiment in regional economic analysis—an in-

put-output matrix—may be initiated soon.

The National Institute of Mental Health has financed

a new study through Regional Plan of the human re-

sponses to patterns of density. The hypothesis is that

density per se does not affect people negatively. The
study will use tests on a small sample population to

try to isolate the factors that do affect people negatively

in high-density environments.

Hundreds of New York's notables were stirred to discussion

and concentrated thought by Regional Plan's Urban Design:

Manhattan exhibit, sponsored by the Architectural League.

Among the visitors during the three-week show were Man-
hattan Borough President Percy E. Sutton, City Planning

Commission Chairman Donald H. Elliott and other members
of the Commission. The show won praise from newspaper
and magazine architectural critics and will be sent both

to the Milan Triennale and International Housing and Planning

Conference architectural exhibits this summer, after which

the Smithsonian Institution will send it to a number of cities.
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Public education and response

The purpose of a regional plan is to provide a framework

within which civic, government and business policy lead-

ers can see the long-term effects of their decisions that

will shape the Region. For example, the Metropolitan

Transportation Authority of New York State framed some

of its proposals for a billion dollar transportation invest-

ment within the Regional Plan recommendations that (a)

Manhattan's jobs should increase, (b) other office jobs

and urban activities should be clustered in large centers,

particularly in the Region's Core, and (c) the rail net-

work serving Manhattan should be adjusted to serve these

close-in enlarged and modernized centers as well as Man-
hattan.

On the whole, Regional Plan itself must take the re-

sponsibility for identifying the significance of the Second

Regional Plan for government and business leaders as

they work on day-to-day decisions, and Regional Plan

must argue for the policies that will achieve the Plan's

objectives at the time each key decision is being made.

However, the Plan should be widely discussed in prin-

ciple, also, in order to generate public interest in its objec-

tives and an understanding of its purposes. In this way,

the public can evaluate the arguments used by Regional

Plan on specific issues under consideration.

In addition, groups of the public are asked to comment
on the concepts. They sometimes point out implications

that the Association missed and reveal public attitudes

that ought to guide the Plan or that must be changed to

achieve the Plan's success.

Committee on the Second Regional Plan. As part of

this general education and response on the Plan, the

Association has met seven times with a 135-man Com-
mittee on the Second Regional Plan; a final meeting

is scheduled for May 23-24. The Committee is com-
posed of top-echelon leaders in business, the profes-

sions, labor, civil rights, education and civic affairs and

is headed by Morris D. Crawford, Jr., Chairman of the

Bowery Savings Bank. At each meeting, the Association

staff presented the main lines of some facet of the Plan

and the research on which the conclusions were based,

after which the Committee met in small groups to express

their reactions and contribute from their expertness.

Most of their attention has been on steps to achieve the

Plan's recommendations. For example, there were lengthy

discussions of a proposal by several Committee members
that the large centers of business, higher education, health

services and the arts proposed in the Plan be organized

and built by joint public-private corporations which would

buy the land and lease it to both public and private entre-

preneurs for uses compatible with the centers and to

assure designs that achieve both efficiency and amenity.

The Committee also emphasized, as long ago as May
1966, the importance of making the Plan relevant to the

pressing problems of poverty and racial discrimination.

This has been done.

Annual conference response program. Regional Plan's

1967 annual conference also was used to gather informed

responses to the outlines of the Second Regional Plan.

Background reading was sent in advance to pre-regis-

trants (Regional Plan News # 86, "Basic Issues of the

Second Regional Plan"), proposals were presented orally

in the morning, and 850 persons discussed the issues in

groups of ten to twelve throughout the afternoon. After

that, 600 persons filled out questionnaires. (See page 1.)

Special briefings. In recent months, the Association

has begun the practice of special briefings for key offi-

cials, businessmen and civic leaders on the main concepts

of the Second Regional Plan as they apply to questions

currently facing these people.

The New York congressional delegation and their

staffs have met with the Association three times in Wash-

ington luncheon briefings.

The New Jersey Legislature attended a dinner briefing

in February 1968.

High-level U.S. Department of Housing and Urban

Development officials, including Under Secretary Robert

C. Wood and Assistant Secretary Charles M. Haar; and

Department of Transportation officials, including Robert

Governor Richard J. Hughes of New Jersey and Governor Nelson A. Rockefeller of New York spoke to an overflow crowd

of 1,200 persons at the annual conference luncheon.
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A. Nelson, Director of High Speed Ground Transporta-

tion, also heard presentations on Second Regional Plan

research.

Thirty-eight editors of daily newspapers and their radio

and television counterparts heard about the Second Plan

in January, followed by a presentation to WCBS-TV
news and public affairs directors.

School superintendents and school board presidents of

the Region also were briefed through the Metropolitan

School Study Council.

Top department store executives of the Region were

briefed.

New York City Planning Commission members and

top staff, New York City Housing and Development Ad-
ministration executives, Connecticut State planning and

urban affairs officials, and county and state planners from

all over the Region also had formal briefings.

The Plan in outline also has been presented to such key

people as: William J. Ronan, Chairman of the Metro-

politan Transportation Authority, and his assistant, Ed-

ward T. Kresky; Charles T. Lanigan, head of the New
York State Office of Planning Coordination, and Howard
Ouinn, head of OPC's New York area office; Manhattan

Borough President Percy Sutton and his deputy, Leonard

N. Cohen; Paul Gibson, Legislative Counsel to New York
City Council President Frank O'Connor; New York City's

Transportation Administrator Arthur E. Palmer, Jr. and

Deputy Administrator Leo Brown; Senator Thomas La-

verne, Chairman of the New York State Joint Legislative

Committee on Metropolitan and Regional Areas Study,

and Jerome Zukosky, the Staff Director; New York
City's Urban Design Council headed by William S. Paley;

Roger H. Gilman, Director of Planning and Development,

and other top staff members of the Port of New York
Authority; Mayor Richard S. Hendey of White Plains and

his Director of Urban Renewal, Kenneth Allebach, and

Commissioner of Planning, Roy A. Flynt, Jr.; Mayor
Patricia Q. Sheehan of New Brunswick and many more.

Meetings with experts. Regional Plan's general view of

urban development necessarily crosses the special views

of other institutions, for example, those locating offices,

factories, universities, department stores, etc.; highway

planners; hospital experts; specialists in the arts, etc.

Exchanging views with these experts not only checks

the reasonableness of the Association's hypothesis as they

affect others' specialties, it often suggests new considera-

tions to the specialists. For example, when the Association

staff talked with a number of museum directors about

appropriate locations for museums, the museum experts

were stimulated to look at the question of who should

provide the museums needed for the next 1 1 million peo-

ple of the Region, most of whom will be living far from

New York City and Newark museums. Also, the museum
people became more interested in location issues. Re-

gional Plan surveyed attendees at six of the Region's

museums on two different days. The survey showed that

a large percentage of museum visitors combined their

visit with some other activity—another museum or gallery

visit, shopping or work, for example, and also that a much
smaller proportion of suburban than city residents visited

city museums even though a larger proportion of subur-

banites are college educated. The survey interested mu-
seum directors all over the country.

Other specialists consulted in Second Regional Plan

work include: Ralph Burgard, Executive Director, Arts

Council of America; Seth Faison, Brooklyn Academy of

Music; J. Russell Lynes, Jr., Managing Editor, Harper's

Magazine; Bayard Rustin, Executive Director, A. Philip

Randolph Institute; Jack E. Wood, Executive Co-director,

National Committee Against Discrimination in Housing;

Dr. Suzanne Keller, Professor of Sociology, Princeton

University; Peter Abeles and Harry Schwartz, Mobiliza-

tion for Youth; Hortense Gabel, Consultant on Housing;

Dr. Jack C. Haldeman, President, Hospital Review and

Planning Council of Southern New York; Dr. George

James, Executive Vice President, Mt. Sinai Medical Cen-

ter and Dean of its School of Medicine; Cyril Sargent,

Professor of Education, City College of the City Univer-

sity of New York; S. Dudley Nostrand, Chairman, Cross

& Brown Company; Harry B. Helmsley, President,

Helmsley-Spear, Inc.; Marshall Rose, Vice President,

Arlen Properties, Inc.; Peter Pattison, Uris Brothers;

James Rouse, President, James Rouse Company; An-

thony Downs, Senior Vice President, Real Estate Re-

search Corporation; Julien J. Studley, President, Julien

J. Studley, Inc.; and more than 50 major corporations

having large office operations.

In addition, many members of the Committee on the

Second Regional Plan were able to provide expert infor-

mation in specialized fields.

Other public presentations. Most of the half dozen or

so speeches a month given by the Regional Plan staff

are aimed at generally informing the public about the

Plan and getting their response wherever possible.

Among these occasions and audiences have been:

Rutgers University Bicentennial Lecture Series

Westchester Municipal Planning Federation

Protestant Council of the City of New York annual

meeting

New Jersey League of Women Voters Community

Leaders Seminar

Public Relations Society of New York

Institute of Traffic Engineers, New York Metropol-

itan Section

Tri-State Transportation Commission's Technical

Advisory Group

New York State Teachers Association, Central and

South Nassau zone

New York City Federation of Women's Clubs

American Association of University Women, East

Coast region.

The Association of the Bar of the City of New York

The East Side Association, Inc.
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Plans for further public response. In early June, the

Association will meet with several hundred church lead-

ers brought together by the Church Plan Commission

for the Region as a step toward involving many church

groups in Second Plan formulation. One purpose is to get

the attitudes of people who do not start out actively con-

cerned about planning issues—most previous participants

in planning response programs did start out with these

concerns—and to enlarge the range of income and edu-

cation among those consulted. (See page 2.)

Financing also is being sought for meetings for each

county and Connecticut planning region of the Study

Area. These probably would be held in cooperation with

the Metropolitan Regional Council and the county or

Connecticut regional planning agency in each place.

Regional Plan staff members also have been consider-

ing ways in which very low-income residents can partici-

pate effectively in planning. Over the past few years, the

idea of small-group planning meetings in low-income

neighborhoods has been taken up by a number of influ-

ential people. The idea grew out of successful meetings

of a group of mothers in an East Harlem housing project

which began with Regional Plan's 1963 Goals for the

Region project. Numerous mishaps (including the un-

timely death of Dean Ray Harvey of New York Univer-

sity's Graduate School of Public Administration) have

stopped progress for the moment on implementing the

program. The New York University School of Continuing

Education, however, used the East Harlem Goals group

as an example of what is possible in adult education in

poverty areas.

Raising issues. In addition to specific recommendations

for action, a regional plan leads to recommendations from

others by raising prospective problems to the conscious

attention of civic leaders and officials.

For example, in addition to setting out arguments for

particular college locations in the Region, the Second

Regional Plan discussions have warned residents that

demand for higher education places is increasing far

faster than places seem likely to be opened, due to a

sudden surge of 18-24 year olds in the population, the

swelling of the percentages of young people seeking to

attend college, and the drying up of the many university

places that New York Region students now occupy out-

side these states. (New Jersey is the largest exporter of

college students in the country; New York is the second

largest, Connecticut the fourth.)

Similarly, Association research has alerted the Region

to the decline in manufacturing production jobs and the

likely continued decline over the rest of the century. Con-

versely, the rapid rise in office jobs has been pointed out.

Preparation of the Region's labor force for this massive

shift in skill needs is an issue raised by the Second Re-

gional Plan research.

On neither of these questions has Regional Plan a set

of answers at this time, but the Region has been alerted.

Action on the plan

Ever since 1926, when the proposed location of the

George Washington Bridge was shifted north from 59th

Street on the basis of a regional highway plan that was

not published until 1929, Regional Plan Association has

given priority to building its plans over publishing them.

Today, a number of steps have been taken toward the

objectives of the Second Regional Plan even though it is

still under public discussion before final formulation.

Steps toward Jamaica Center are an example. Civic

and business leaders of Queens asked for advice on how

to build a large center at Jamaica after they had heard

the Second Plan concept of centers and that Jamaica was

a likely location for one. Regional Plan advised these

leaders to start with a preliminary study of the potential

for more office jobs and retailing there. When the study

proved optimistic, Regional Plan advised the group to

form a representative development corporation, which it

did. RPA then agreed to do a preliminary plan for the

center that would provide a basic design after identifying

the major elements and necessary transportation arrange-

ments, the key decisions that would have to be made to

build the center and by whom, and the possibilities for

interesting business and government executives in the

potential of Jamaica Center.

The report was presented to Mayor Lindsay and the

Jamaica development corporation April 22 at a luncheon

sponsored by the First National City Bank, attended by

other bankers and businessmen. By the time of that meet-

ing, the Mayor, Chairman of the City Planning Commis-

sion, President of the City Council, Borough President of

Queens, Metropolitan Transportation Authority, Eco-

nomic Development Council of New York City and the

Long Island Press all had declared themselves strong

supporters of the Jamaica Center idea and were working

for it. The Economic Development Council, headed by

Clarence Francis, former Chairman of General Foods, is

actively soliciting corporate interest in office space there.

At the meeting, Eugene Sharpe, Executive Director of

the Jamaica Community Corporation, reported its activi-

ties in behalf of a major center at Jamaica.

Regional Plan determined that two imminent public

decisions would be especially important to achieve early

momentum toward Jamaica Center—that the plan for

Long Island Rail Road modernization and subway im-

provements in Queens fit the Jamaica plan and that

York College, a new unit of the City University to serve

Queens and Brooklyn, be located in Jamaica.

The Metropolitan Transportation Authority is now

studying several arrangements for serving Jamaica Center

in accordance with the site pattern proposed by Regional

Plan. The Authority staff is keeping in touch with Asso-

ciation staff during the investigation.

The York College decision was not yet made when

this report went to press.

In arguing for Jamaica as the York College site, Re-
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gional Plan emphasized the advantages of a public trans-

portation system that could bring students from almost

anywhere in Brooklyn and Queens and bring the faculty

from almost anywhere on Long Island or from Manhat-

tan; easy access to part-time jobs for students and to

research opportunities and facilities for both students

and faculty; and the potential contribution of the College

to the community—as consultant, adult educator, initiator

and supporter of arts programs, and symbol of opportu-

nities to the South Jamaica Negro community. Conversely,

RPA argued that the site favored by the College Presi-

dent, Fort Totten, would be almost impossible to reach

except by car—which seems inadvisable for an institu-

tion dedicated to providing an education for all who
qualify, regardless of income; indeed, it would be dif-

ficult to reach from much of Brooklyn and Queens

even by car. Finally, Fort Totten would be more suited

to park use, which RPA has recommended for it.

These arguments were made before the Board of Higher

Education, its committee and consultants on site selection,

and the University Construction Fund in writing and

orally; to South Jamaica community organizations who,

in turn, won the support of the Borough President; to

the Mayor and Planning Commission Chairman; to Hous-

ing and Development Administration officials and to their

architectural and planning consultants, who designed a

campus to demonstrate that it could fit the available

space. Regional Plan also suggested arrangements to

make sufficient land available to the College in time. The

Association, in addition, recommended Fort Totten for

a park to the State Park Commission for New York City,

and the Commission has listed it as a top priority for one

of the first State parks in the City. RPA also presented

the issues on the use of Fort Totten to the federal of-

ficials responsible for releasing it when its defense func-

tions have ended.

Regional Plan has been working for the location of the

New York Medical College in Jamaica, too—in discus-

sions with the College President and with New York City

hospital authorities. At the moment, the College has

decided to go to Westchester County (northwest of

White Plains near Grasslands Hospital), but Regional

Plan is continuing to voice its arguments for locating the

College in Jamaica or in a more accessible place in

Westchester.

Public transportation improvements promised by the

$2.5 billion bond issue approved by New York State

voters in November were enthusiastically supported by

Regional Plan, based on its research in 1960 for the

United States Senate Commerce Committee on Commuter

Transportation (Government Printing Office, 1961) and

later study of the subway system and the problems of

travel to Manhattan (Regional Plan News # 82, "Trans-

portation and the Manhattan Central Business District,"

February 1966). The Association's arguments for the

bond issue (Regional Plan News # 85, "To Accelerate

Transportation Progress") were widely circulated, and

Long Island Press
February 27, 1968

Jamaica Is

The Best Site
New York City's pledge to free a site in

Jamaica for York College by the time

architect's plans are completed should lay

to rest the notion that locating the new
city college in Jamaica will delay construc-

tion.

Donald H. Elliott, chairman of the City

Planning Commission, told the Board of

Higher Education at its public hearings

Tuesday on site selection for York, that

an 11-acre tract bounded by 160th Street,

Archer Avenue, New York Boulevard and
Liberty Avenue, could be readied with

fewer problems than Fort Totten—even if

the fort were available.

The main argument of those who oppose

Jamaica has been that no site will be avail-

able there, while Fort Totten, with 100

acres of open waterfront land requiring

no condemnation, is ideal and idyllic. They

overlook the simple fact that not only is

Fort Totten not yet available to the city,

but Is also being considered as a state or

city park after it is released by the federal

government.

Of course, Totten would make a pleasant

campus—but it would make an even more

pleasant park. There is no alternate site

for such a park. But there is an alternate

site for the campus—Jamaica—which
meets the imperatives for an urban

campus that Totten cannot.

These Imperatives, spelled out by a hosi,

of distinguished speakers, were summoned
up by C. McKim Norton, president of the

Regional Plan Association. The prime con-

sideration, he said, must be accessibility.

He quoted York President Dumont F.

Kenny who has said: "The greatest pres-

sures on the university system are in

Queens and Brooklyn, and therefore the

college will be located for easy accessibility

for students In those boroughs ..."

"Probably the overriding Issue In the

location of York College," said Mr. Norton,

"Is: Whom Is It to serve. If it Is truly to

serve any qualified student in Brooklyn

and Queens, it must be in Jamaica. Any

other site would exclude some who are un-

able to afford a car or to attend college

without working, and who would not find

the college accessible or a job convenient

on any of the peripheral sites."

The hearing demonstrated that not only

will the Jamaica site best serve the stu-

dents and the faculty, but It will also. In

turn, best serve the community. The crying

need Is not for still another Isolated

campus on the outer edge of the urban

experience, but one that Is in and of that

experience. We are confident the Board of

Higher Education will recognize the com-

pelling arguments in favor of Jamaica

when it decides on the site in the coming

weeks.



Regional Plan assisted the Businessmen's Committee For

Action on the Commuter Railroad Problem in winning

support. Since the bond issue passed, the Association has

presented proposals for public transportation improve-

ments to the Metropolitan Transportation Authority

(mta) and commented to many transportation officials

on the mta program issued in February 1968.

Open space proposals of the Second Regional Plan

call for an addition of 10.000 square miles of public park-

land along the Atlantic Urban Seaboard: the Appalachian

Mountains stretching from the Shenandoahs of Virginia

to the Green Mountains of Vermont, an additional 160

miles of public oceanfront, and available land along the

major bays and rivers. A bill to begin putting together

the Appalachian park system through an interstate com-

pact agency was introduced in the New York State Legis-

lature this year, and the Harvard Law School Legislative

Research Bureau is preparing a legislative package which

would provide a legal framework for the acquisition. At

the same time, Regional Plan staff members have helped

to form the Appalachian Highlands Association, which is

working for public acquisition of key parcels of that part

of the chain in New Jersey and New York.

Regional Plan also has supported Nassau County's

request for federal aid to acquire Silver Point Beach, a

150-acre piece of oceanfront on the edge of New York

City. The decision is pending.

In 1963, New York City announced its intention of

putting together a 4 1/2-mile oceanfront park at Breezy

Point in Queens, purchasing the tip and another section

just as an apartment city was to go up there. The City

has done almost nothing since, a number of crises, social

and financial, having intervened. New York State is spe-

cifically forbidden from acquiring it by recent legislation,

won by a handful of persons using the beach privately.

Regional Plan has raised the possibility with New York's

two senators of making the area a National Seashore like

Fire Island and Cape Cod. In the meantime, Taconic

Foundation made a small grant to Regional Plan to em-

ploy a consulting firm to look at a wide area in Brooklyn

and Queens surrounding Breezy Point, which might throw

light on transportation alternatives to the beach and point

to industrial and residential construction possibilities in

South Brooklyn as well. In the meantime, the Association

has suggested that buses take City children to Breezy

Point throughout the summer.

River valleys not only should be set aside for parks but

also should be designed as urban amenities and used and

enjoyed by large numbers of people. How this can be

done was demonstrated in The Lower Hudson, using the

valley below the George Washington Bridge as a proto-

type. The Association has met twice with the mayors of

the eleven New Jersey municipalities overlooking the

Lower Hudson as well as with New York City officials

to discuss the design and use proposals of the study and

try to overcome obstacles to their acceptance—in New
Jersey, mainly tax imbalances that optimum use of the

Riverfront might bring about.

At the same time, the Association has continued press-

ing New York State, New Jersey and federal officials to

agree on a planning program for the entire Hudson River.

Under the Ottinger law, passed by Congress in September

1966, the Department of the Interior is required to com-

ment on all federal or federally-aided projects along the

Hudson River. Several apartment projects seeking federal

mortgage guarantees are being reviewed now by Interior;

Regional Plan's design principles were accepted as Inte-

rior's standard.

Several other projects proposed for the Lower Hudson
valley are being watched by the Association staff to assure

satisfactory design

:

The Port of New York Authority's proposed design

for a passenger liner terminal was opposed by the Associa-

tion, and the Port Authority and City Planning Commis-
sion hired a designer to look beyond the immediate pier

area to its surroundings.

A massive sewage treatment plant to be located on the

River between 135th and 145th Streets in Manhattan was

redesigned by Philip Johnson after Regional Plan pro-

tested the original design. The project remains in doubt,

however, due to protests from nearby residents which

might force a relocation. Regional Plan originally had

urged its location on Ward's Island, where it would cause

no visual blight, but the City insisted that the expense

would be unreasonable owing not only to the extra sewer

lines that would be needed but also to the higher standard

of treatment that would be required before the effluent

could be dumped into the East River which has less

absorptive capacity than the Hudson.

Regional Plan also has talked with Stevens Institute of

Technology in Hoboken about the design of proposed

additions to its campus on the River. Columbia Univer-

sity expansion plans and the reconstruction of the West

Side Highway also are imminent and important to the

future of the Lower Hudson.

RPA's relations with the Hudson River Valley Com-
mission have been cordial; Regional Plan staff members

attend many Commission meetings and have met several

times with Alexander Aldrich, Executive Director of the

Commission. The Regional Plan staff also led the dis-

cussion on the Lower Hudson at a meeting called by the

Metropolitan Regional Council and a meeting called by

the Manhattan Borough President.

Inclusion of New York City in the New York State

park program in 1967 represents a major open space

victory. RPA first proposed this step about five years ago.

In addition to Fort Totten, the new park commission for

the City listed a Harlem River park as high priority, one

of the recommendations of the first Regional Plan.

Several RPA staff members helped to oiganize a con-

ference of the Open Space Action Committee on new

techniques for keeping land open, and RPA's Planning

Director served as a resource person.

Fourth airport. Research on airport proposals for the
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The Cross-Town Highway
A practical design for the much-needed Lower Man-

hattan Expressway has at last been worked out by
the city and tentatively approved by the Federal and

state agencies that will pay the bulk of its cost. It

should provide great relief to the terrible traffic con-

gestion in the lower part of the city by taking thou-

sands of trucks off congested streets; and it avoids the

disastrous elevated structure originally proposed.

Ever since the Holland Tunnel was completed forty

years ago the need for a high-speed vehicular connec-

tion between it and the East River bridges has been

apparent. The first regional plan, drawn up in the

1920's, envisaged one; tne Lower Manhattan Express-

way has been part of the city's master plan ever since

the City Planning Commission approved it in 1940.

Robert Moses, as the city's coordinator of arterial

highways, insisted for many years on the concept of

an elevated structure, which he contended was the

only economically feasible solution to the problem.

But it was strongly opposed by many individuals and

civic organizations on the sound ground that such

structures are obsolete and divisive. The Regional

Plan Association pointed the way to the present solu-

tion by suggesting that the express roadway, instead

of being elevated, might be put in a depressed cut,

The New York Times
October 1967

which could be covered over at suitable spots and

used for vest pocket parks, playgrounds, city build-

ings and other useful purposes.

The plan now proposed by the Lindsay administra-

tion and tentatively approved by the Federal and state

authorities is an ingenious engineering refinement and

adaptation of the plan first worked out for the Regional

Plan Asssociation by Walter D. Binger. In some sec-

tions there would be space for parking or industrial

development on an intermediate level above the road-

way, while the street level was devoted to a park. By

the use of Kenmare and Broome Streets as service

roads and by constructing one part of the roadway as

a tunnel under the Sara Delano Roosevelt playground,

the new expressway will minimize the dislocations of

residents and businesses.

Traffic studies show that about 150,000 vehicles

daily struggle through the narrow, congested streets

on their way across the lower part of Manhattan

Island. With suitable entrances and exits for traffic

not bound for New Jersey or Long Island, the new
road is expected to take four-fifths of these cars and

trucks off the surface streets. Approval of the Board

of Estimate is the next step before this much-needed

improvement can at last be realized.

c 1968 by The New York Times Company
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Second Plan led to the conclusion that general aviation

(non-airline flights) should be separated immediately from

the commercial flights using the three major airports. Last

fall, the Port of New York Authority moved in that direc-

tion, changing a long-time policy on general aviation by

raising landing fees and encouraging use by private

fliers of Teterboro and Republic airports. This would

eliminate current dangers of airlanes congestion and

postpone the need for a fourth commercial airport long

enough to see the effect on the number of aircraft

movements that the much larger airplanes will cause

when tiiey are introduced, the effect of stol airplanes,

of current research on air traffic controls and of the en-

largement of Kennedy Airport.

Lower Manhattan Expressway. Left over from the first

Regional Plan, the Lower Manhattan Expressway pro-

posal is more than ever necessary to keep manufacturing

and wholesaling jobs in the Core of the Region by cutting

distribution costs and to clear local streets of noisy, air-

polluting and dangerous traffic in an area with great

potential value.

Construction of the highway has been delayed over the

past five years by two objections: the blighting effect of

the original elevated design and the dislocation of resi-

dents and businesses along the route. Regional Plan ad-

dressed itself to both problems, producing a below-

ground design in 1964 and persuading the U.S. Bureau

of Public Roads to pay its 90 percent share of the

extra cost of a depressed roadway (about half again as

much as an elevated highway). Later, the Association

called for high enough relocation payments to business-

men and residents so they do not suffer from being

moved—pointing out that the extra costs of the highway

due to the delay caused by the opposition of those in

the area would far exceed very generous relocation pay-

ments.

Mayor Lindsay was skeptical about the need to build

the highway when he came into office. Further studies

persuaded him, however, that the highway would greatly

benefit the City, and his administration has produced an

improved version of the Regional Plan design, cutting the

number of families and businesses that must be moved

and providing enclosed space above the highway but

below street level which can be used for manufacturing,

wholesaling, printing or parking. Parks are possible

over the right-of-way.

The last legal-political obstacle to constructing the

Expressway may finally be cleared now (over the past six

years, Regional Plan has appeared at about a half dozen

public hearings on this issue), and the Mayor has an-

nounced that construction will be speeded.

Meadowlands. Development of the Meadowlands, like

the Lower Manhattan Expressway, has long been a Re-

gional Plan policy; and like the Lower Manhattan Express-

way, it has become a pressing issue because of the need

for unskilled jobs in the Core of the Region where most

of the unskilled workers live. The 25,000-acre marsh

could accommodate large numbers of manufacturing-

wholesaling jobs. RPA consulted with New Jersey legis-

lators on a new bill this year and is now working with

them on amendments. Regional Plan's New Jersey Com-
mittee has testified at a legislative hearing and presented

the case for comprehensive planning of the area to a

Meadowlands property-owners group.
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The Home News
November 26, 1967

The Star-Ledger

November 29, 1967

Our Fiscal Future
The New Jersey Committee of the

state's long-term capital needs before

Regional Plan Association entertained

New Jersey publishers and editors on

Wednesday at a luncheon in Princeton

and placed before its guests the sugges-

tion that New Jersey needs a "blue

ribbon" commission to make an objec-

tive study of the state's capital needs in

the years ahead.

The commission would be directed

to view the state's goals, survey its needs

«nd its resources, and place commission

enumerations and evaluations of the

the people and the planners and the

Legislature.

This is broadly a position which this

newspaper took last January, and we
stressed that we felt that the findings of

the commission should include what the

commission itself feels are proper pri-

orities in spending for the state's capi-

tal needs.

Very broadly, we know that New
Jersey has a mighty amount of building

to do in a variety of fields.

The Goheen Report, for instance,

chowed some $430 million needs for

higher education, plus another $60 mil-

lion for the medical schools.

Transportation Commissioner Gold-

berg has said that a lump of $300 million

is needed to bring road capacity to cur-

rent traffic volume hight now, with per-

haps one billion dollars needed in the

next 10 years.

At the same time, Goldberg sees the

staate's share of the railroad moderniza-

tion program as $150 million.

Commissioner Robert Roe talks of

$200 million for new water supplies, and
Commissioner Roscoe Kandle sees wa-
ter pollution control as requiring be-

tween $150 million and $450 million.

Then there's clearly needed a new Green

Acres program. And a $250 million

middle income housing project has al-

ready been announced by Commissioner

Paul Ylvisaker.

It may well be that some or all of

these figures are too conservative, for

rising construction costs may well out-

pace the estimates, particularly if some
of the programs are delayed.

Another challenging consideration

is, that while the state has been de-

voting some $60 million annually out of

current income for capital costs—and

through the sales tax has appropriated

over $101 million for capital purposes

in the current budget—the new pro-

grams envisioned will raise state opera-

ting costs for maintenance and opera-

tion of new facilities, and this may strain

state appropriations of income to go to

the capital programs.

The state's ability to find money for

capital costs from current income may
be seriously jeopardized in the future,

too, if New Jersey embarks on some form

of medicaid program, a program that

might tap the till at Trenton for hun-

dreds of millions of dollars annually.

The fiscal road ahead is a long,

rocky, hilly one.

We need a top-level grouping of

trusted men of high stature, devoted to

their state and backed up by a highly

competent technical staff to help us

chart sound fiscal course in the tre-

mendously exciting and challenging

years which lie ahead.

Massive commitment

New Jersey is faced in the next decade

with the prospect of a massive commitment in

long-range, capital expenditures in such major

areas as education, highway construction, rail

modernization, water resources and middle-

income housing.

The state government may have to generate

as much as $3 billion in bond financing to under-

write these projects. How this money is spent

and how priorities are allocated, are matters

of urgent concern.

The Regional Plan Association has recom-

mended the creation of a blue-ribbon commission

to make a comprehensive study of the state's

needs in capital programs as a basis for an

orderly, integrated timetable of priorities, geared

to specific requirements.

Ideally, the state's bond financing on such

a broad scale should be removed from an atmos-

phere of bi-partisan influence. This is the com-

mendable objective of the association's proposal.

It would mean that the governor and the

Senate would have to concur on this independent,

non-political approach. But even if such an

accord is achieved in the naming of a panel of

distinguished citizens to undertake the study,

there would still be the equally important factor

of implementation, the carrying out of the com-

mission's proposals.

Too often in the past, the hard work of

these citizens commissions have been critically

impaired by political considerations. The ex-

perience in this sector has been disheartening,

but this should not be a deterrent to the RPA
proposal because of its vital importance to the

state's future.

An independent study by a citizens group

could provide an objective appraisal of the state's

capital requirements in the next 10 years.

The commitment of massive funds is his-

torically plagued by political considerations,

the concern of elected officials to the reaction

of their constituents. Much of this concern would

be allayed if the state's capital requirements

are realistically outlined in a study by an inde-

pendent panel of citizens without any personal,

partisan axes to grind.

The Star-Ledger
March 27, 1968

Meadowlands, a challenge

The enormous potential available in the rec-

lamation of the Harkensack meadowlands has

been repeatedly emphasized in the past by public

ollicials and planning groups.

But it has even greater meaning in a contem-

porary social context, the stabilizing economic cf-

lect it cuuld have in helping to resolve New Jer-

sey's uiban crisis.

This is one of the major findings in the position

taken by the New Jersey Committee of the Region-

al Plan Association in urging passage of legislation

that would create a state commission to plan and

coordinate development of the meadowlands.

The meadowlands project has been under con-

sideration (active and inactive) for more than 30

years. There have been a number of studies and

reports on the feasibility of reclaiming this valu-

able tract of 25.000 acres and transforming it into a

useful, productive status.

Its accessibility to metropolitan areas on both

fides of the Hudson River substantially enhances

Its real estate value. It has the added feature of

Jlexibililv in terms of land use. the site of a new

ivitv and prime space for industrial development

in an orderly, integrated planning formula.

The Plan Association has given the meadow-

lands reclamation an urgent priority, calling it a

"challenge that would effect the economic future

of literally millions."

On this basis alone, there would be sufficient

Impetus and official justification for the meadow-

rtnds reclamation. In its initial slage, it would im-

mediately provide employment for unskilled and

semiskilled workers. And later, with industry at-

tracted to the area, it could create thousands of

jobs that would reduce the high unemployment in

cities like Newark, Elizabeth, Jersey City and

Hackensack.

Under the Senate measure establishing a

meadowlands commission, the state would retain

a major role in planning policy. Municipalities

could protect their rights with a veto.

It is a realistic administrative procedure that

would insure a practical, econom cal plan of de-

velopment to realize the full potential of this valu-

able piece of real estate.

Newark Sunday News
October 22, 1967

Water Control
Besides adoption of a master plan

for water management, the Regional

Plan Association's New Jersey Com-
mittee has urged the establishment

of a single state agency to oversee

all aspects of water supply.

The committee conceives "total

water management" as embracing
storage and reservoirs, transmission

and interconnections, pollution

abatement, drainage, flood control,

recreation, sewerage systems and

treatment facilities.

How far short the state falls from

this concept is shown by the fact

that water responsibilities are now
distributed among three state de-

partments. Conservation, Agricul-

ture and Health, as well as among
such semiautonomous agencies as

the North Jersey District Water
Supply Commission.

The committee emphasizes that

the state could assume responsibil-

ity for assuring adequate water sup-

plies for all of New Jersey without

disturbing present ownership of

storage and distributive facilities,

as, for example, Newark's Pequan-

nock system. Indeed, it urges local

participation in water management
through watershed or valley agen-

cies.

In short, what the committee
seeks is coordination of policy and
planning, not centralization of op-

erations.

To such a program there can be

no reasonable objections, for the in-

adequacies of the present haphazard

and fragmented approach to water

problems by the state government

are all too apparent.

Since New Jersey's future de-

pends on a sufficient supply of clean

water, this is a matter that should

be given high priority by the gov-

ernor and the Legislature.



III. THE NEW JERSEY COMMITTEE

Because Regional Plan has established a special com-

mittee and staff for New Jersey, work there can apply to

State issues which are not directly a part of the Second

Regional Plan but are related to whether New Jersey

becomes a stronger and more effective partner in carrying

out tri-state regional projects.

Capital needs commission

The New Jersey Committee, for example, proposed a

high-level citizens commission to sift proposals for State

capital investment and recommend a program for the

State. Enthusiastic editorial response to the proposal fol-

lowed a briefing for editors on the topic. The Governor

set up a Commission very shortly after, giving credit to

Regional Plan for the idea.

RPA's New Jersey Committee has testified before the

full Commission and two subcommittees, and the Asso-

ciation staff has worked directly with the Commission

staff.

Water policy

After a year's investigation of New Jersey's water prob-

lems and discussions with private and public water agen-

cies, the New Jersey Committee called for a State policy

that would bring about "total water management."
Editorial support was strong.

The Legislature is considering establishing a legislative

commission to study the recommendations of the Asso-

ciation and of two recent State reports on water policy.

The New Jersey Committee is organizing a citizens orga-

nization to focus public attention on water needs.

Local government

The staff of the Musto Commission on County and Mu-
nicipal Government in New Jersey met with the RPA
staff, and the Commission interim report reflects some

of RPA's proposals. The New Jersey Committee also has

worked on legislation that will allow substituting "Planned

Unit Development" for local zoning, permitting a devel-

oper to bring in a comprehensive plan for a large area in

which segments may not conform to local zoning.

A Long Island counterpart

A Long Island Committee that would work in somewhat

the same way as the New Jersey Committee works was

proposed recently by civic leaders in Nassau County. It

is being discussed among potential Long Island Commit-

tee members and financial contributors and is under con-

sideration by Regional Plan's Executive Committee.

IV. CONTRIBUTING TO THE PROFESSION: MOVING THE FRONTIERS AHEAD

The pioneering concepts of the Second Regional Plan

have been recognized by a number of people outside the

Region, and the Association has been making frequent

presentations to groups with national concerns about

urban problems, including members and the staff of the

National Commission on Urban Problems (the Douglas

Commission); the executive committee of Urban Amer-

ica; and a group of executives of thirteen general purpose

foundations concerned with urban problems.

Professional contributions by the staff

Members of the senior staff of the Association contribute

individually beyond the immediate work of Regional Plan

to furthering the planning profession, working with pro-

fessionals outside the Region on urban problems, advising

other civic organizations, and participating in planning-

related activities of other organizations in the Region.

The late Stanley B. Tankel, Planning Director of Re-

gional Plan Association, for many years helped to orga-

nize and has spoken at the annual American Institute of

Planners conference. He was a charter member and vice

chairman of the New York City Landmarks Commission,

a founder and director of the Open Space Action Com-
mittee (which the Race for Open Space study, directed

by Mr. Tankel, stimulated into existence). He had been

invited to deliver the first annual Peter B. Andrews lec-

ture at Syracuse University and another lecture at the

University of Wisconsin. He had been teaching a gradu-

ate course in planning at Columbia University for some

years.

C. McKim Norton, President of Regional Plan, is also

Vice President of Urban America, which he helped to

found, and attended the organizing meeting of the national

Urban Coalition. He meets regularly with the Community

Service Society Committee on Housing. He was the main

speaker at the initiation of the Los Angeles area Regional

Plan Association.

John P. Keith, Regional Plan Executive Vice President,

organized and headed the New York Region delegation

to an international conference on metropolitan areas in

which forty of the world's largest metropolitan areas par-

ticipated at Toronto in 1967. It was part of the Canadian

centennial celebration. Mr. Keith also played a part in

initiating the Conference. The New York delegation con-

sisted of Alexander J. Allen, Regional Director of the

National Urban League; John E. Bebout, Director of the

Urban Studies Center, Rutgers University; William N.

Cassella, Assistant Director, National Municipal League;

Mrs. Eleanor Guggenheimer, member of the New York

City Planning Commission; Mathias Spiegel, then First

Deputy City Administrator of New York and Secretary

of the Metropolitan Regional Council; Paul Ylvisaker,
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New Jersey Commissioner of Community Affairs. Mr.
Keith found planners and urban experts of the largest

metropolitan areas beginning to look in the same direc-

tions to guide urban growth : ( 1 ) using employment loca-

tion as a shaping lever and (2) planning large urban

subcenters around which development outside the old

cities would focus. Efforts to cut off the growth of the

largest metropolitan areas seems to be giving way in

favor of shaping growth within the area.

Mr. Keith also wrote a paper, "Shared Powers: A
Response to Urban Growth," for the New York State

Constitutional Convention in 1967; later, it was published

in National Civic Review. He has addressed civic orga-

nizations in Providence, Boston and Philadelphia during

the past year on civic leadership in metropolitan areas.

Ernest Erber, Area Director, helped to found the Ap-
palachian Highlands Association of which he is Vice

President and the Newark Committee of Concern, a link

between the ghetto and "downtown," which he serves as

an executive committee member. He is program chair-

man of the 1968 American Institute of Planners annual

conference. He is a director of the National Committee

Against Discrimination in Housing and addressed the

Committee's Eastern States Conference. He taught a

Rutgers University course for new members of New Jersey

planning boards. He recently addressed a national con-

ference of the electric power industry on "Energy, Eco-

nomics and Environment."

William B. Shore, Information Director, addressed

four national conferences over the past year: the National

Audubon Society, American Society for Public Adminis-

tration, National Social Welfare Assembly and metropol-

itan planners section of the American Institute of Planners.

Mr. Keith and Mr. Shore jointly taught a course in

"Metropolitan Politics" at Columbia University this year.

Chief Planner Boris Pushkarev participated in a na-

tional conference on scenic highways sponsored by the

Citizens Advisory Committee on Recreation and Natural

Beauty. He is teaching a course in urban transportation at

the New York University Graduate School of Public Ad-

ministration and a course in regional planning at Pratt

Institute with Ronald Greenwald, Senior Planner, and

Regina Armstrong, Senior Economist; Urban Designers

Carlisle Towery and Frank Williams are teaching at Col-

umbia University; and Chief Economist Emanuel Tobier

at Queens College.

Adult education

A study by the School of Continuing Education of New
York University found that Regional Plan is making an

important contribution to adult education as a process

and recommended that "the Regional Plan Association

in concert with steering committees of university presi-

dents and heads of departments should be asked to draw
up a recommendation of future spheres of interest and
concern [in continuing education] for the metropolitan

universities and colleges."

The Association continued to host groups of foreign

planners and professors in a steady stream.

For these contributions

For these contributions to planning and urban affairs, the

American Institute of Planners gave Regional Plan an

award on the fiftieth anniversary of the Institute in 1967,

one of only four given to organizations. The citation read:

Throughout virtually the entire half-century the

American Institute of Planners here celebrates,

the New York tri-state metropolitan area has

benefited from the leadership of a typical Amer-
ican voluntary public-interest organization

—

the Regional Plan Association and its predeces-

sor Committee on Regional Plan of New York
and its Environs.

Thanks to the exceptional gifts of Thomas
Adams, General Director of the original Com-
mittee and Godfather of the successor Associa-

tion, the New York Regional Plan pioneered in

broadening and deepening both the theory and

practice of city and regional planning in this

country. Under his direction social and eco-

nomic disciplines were merged with the tradi-

tional physical approach to urban planning,

anticipating the direction of comprehensive

city and regional planning in the United States

over the ensuing decades.

Many distinguished citizens and professionals

contributed to the Plan's preparation and ac-

complishments; two others must be cited.

Charles Dyer Norton's vision saw the need of

a regional plan, and his enthusiasm launched

the project. It was he who enlisted the essential

moral and financial support of the Russell Sage

Foundation.

His son, C. McKim Norton, has led the suc-

cessor Regional Plan Association since 1941 in

a quest for rational regional development un-

paralleled in this country. By happy coinci-

dence, the Second Regional Plan, up-dating and

redirecting the original Plan appropriately for

our times, is being issued this very year.

This record of persistent progress toward con-

stantly up-dated goals has directly affected

major elements of the physical environment,

mitigating the rush of urban development that

has engulfed the New York area in recent dec-

ades. The work of the Regional Plan Associa-

tion has had great national influence, not only

in the techniques of planning but also in fur-

thering the metropolitan planning movement
and in stimulating the participation of citizen

groups outside of government that is so essen-

tial to the workings of our pluralistic demo-

cratic society.
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BOOKSHELF
CONNECTICUT: CHOICES FOR ACTION by the Con
necticut Development Commission, Interregional Plan-

ning Program. 1966. var. pag. Free.

The "Choices for Action" series consists of six separate

reports
—

"Goals for Connecticut," "The Economy," "The
Green Land," "Urban Development," "Transportation,"

and "Choices for Action." Designed for concerned citi-

zens and public officials, the reports do not necessarily

reflect official positions on development issues, but they

offer information and lay out policy alternatives that

can shape the State over the rest of the century.

CATALOG OF FEDERAL ASSISTANCE PROGRAMS by
the U. S. Office of Economic Opportunity. 1967. 701
pp. Free.

An invaluable research tool, the catalog describes all

federal government domestic programs of economic and

social nature. The catalog is indexed by program and

subject matter, and each program description contains

information on the nature and purpose of the program,

eligibility requirements, where to apply, and a list of

further descriptive materials available. The catalog is

available from the Information Center of the OEO in

Washington. Also available, from the Government Print-

ing Office ($2.00), is THE VICE PRESIDENT'S
HANDBOOK FOR LOCAL OFFICIALS, A GUIDE
TO FEDERAL ASSISTANCE FOR LOCAL GOV-
ERNMENTS.

CITIES IN A RACE WITH TIME by Jeanne R. Lowe. Ran-
dom House, Inc., 1967. 601 pp. $10.00.

After decades of being uncertain whether to love cities

as vital and varied or despise them as oppressive—dec-

ades without planning for its future—America has begun

to renew its cities, Miss Lowe observes. She describes the

renewal and planning efforts of New York. Pittsburgh,

Washington, Philadelphia and New Haven. Miss Lowe
is particularly interested in human aspects, and she re-

flects on what renewal and planning cannot do. Much of

the material comes from interviews with politicians, pri-

vate citizens, business leaders and community groups and

from on-site investigations.

Janice Stewart

The Race for Open Space and The Dynam-
ics cf Park Demand, 1960 publications of

Regional Plan, are still in demand but are

completely unavailable. If you have a copy
you no longer need, please return it to Re-

gional Plan Association, 230 West 41st

Street, New York 10036. We will send you

50c; each for your trouble. Book rate post-

age for The Race or Dynamics is 12<j, for

both together, 180.

Regional Plan Association
230 West 41st Street New York, N.Y. 10036 565-1714

A citizens organization dedicated to the development of
an efficient, attractive and varied three state metropolitan
region surrounding the Port of New York.
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